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CHEI:ICAL ELFIENTS NOT ELET:ENTARY;
FIND CHLORINE ATOI,c.S HAVE DIFFERENT TEIGHTS

(Py Science Service)
ct

December 00.- The first successf ul experiments in splittirr, up/chemi-
nto two weighable portions which have different properties have been
William D. Harkins of the Department of Chemistry of the University of
He has just presented his results to meetings of both the National

ionces and the American Physical Society.

"What we have considered elements are not actually elementary," says Prof.• ..
rkins . "Ter;LJore than a hundred years it has been considered that all of the

a..., totlf-, f sii-gle elonent are exactly alike. It is now found that most elements
011List of two or ;lore, usually not more than seven different kinds of atoms. Each
wh,the species or kinds of atoms which make trpa sirgle element is called an 'isotope'
t'lch means that it acts exactly like all of the other species of atoms which consti-
tIte the s-tme element•"

4,et -Ll(lost exixtly like ordinary lead, and are only appreciably different in that
ir atoms are heavier or lighter than the average weight of an atom of ordinary

we'Lt• That lead consists of isotopes 0 SO atoms weigh 206,203, 210, 212, and 214,
vi4s first recognized by an English chemist, Soddy, nearly ten years ago, and this

confirmed by the great American chemist Richards, who made extremely accurate de-
'errninations of the atomic weights of some of these isotopes."

"Thus bid, considered to be an element, is found to consist of isotopes which

Previous Attempts Failures.

r "While it was thus considered that the very heavy elements such as lead and
„4,(1141 are mixtures, attempts to separate such elements into their different isotopes
'41 proved failures."

About 1912 Sir J. J. Thomson found aecidentally by using what is known as the
Plc'qtive ray method, that the 11ht element neoa, one of the very rare gases in the
rt4lcophere, consists of two kinds of isotopes of atomic weight 20 and 22, but he did
Qt seem to feel himself that this was definitely proved. In 1915 -then Professor

•t'i.arkins first decided to attempt to separate an elei.lent into parts, he decided that
4.L'e best element for this purpose was chlorine, another light element. It happens
t'il4t this eleoent, a greenish,yellow gas, is now best known by the fact that it was
he' first poison gas used in warfare by the Germans.

Professor Parkins had developed the rule that any ele lent which consisted of cray
And of atoms would have an atomic weight equal almost exactly to a whole number,

Itt'A; t:.is is me- %,-lown as the "whole nunber rule." Chlorine, of all of the li:ht
:4,11ents, had an atomic weight farthest from 4 whittle number, and this seemed to indi-

'Ice that it contained largo percentages of at least two different isotopes, which are
eienentary than the element, so-called. What is called the ordinary or chola-

t4.1 _cto:aic weight is simply the average weight of all of the atoms in an element in
erla3 of hydrogen, which is the lightest of ..41 elements. The atomic :might of



hyuroge n was
number 1.0078
able signi. fio

formerly taken as eT:ial exactly to unity, but was later set at a, which is only 0.78, greater than unity • This aiffei-ence has a remarlawe, which will be mentioned later.

War Delaved Success

Experiments were begun in 1915 and would have proved successDul much earliert)lan was actually the case if they had not been interrupted by the war. However,in January 1920 Harkins and Brooker had separated about a third of an ounce ofchlorine which has an atomic weight different from that of chlorine, and this separ-4tion has since been repeated and confirmed by Harkins and Hayes. This is the firstdefinite separation of an element into parts which has ever - been demonstrated.
"Though the elements are almost all mixtures, the percentage composition of the111)(ture has thus far been found to be the same no matter where the element is foundon the surface of the earth," says Professor Harking.. "To explain this fact thelish rhysicist Aston advances the hypothesis that these elements have been thor-y,tthlY mixed in the sea. However, that this cannot be the true explanation is seenit is considered that the element nickel, consisting of two isotopes of atomicTiceslght 58 and 60, has the same average or chemical atomic weight in the meteorites8'68) as it has on earth, or the mixture has just the same composition in both, as11nd by the American chemist Baxter.- • This indicates either that the material ofe4l,ie earth and that of the meteorites must at one time have been very thorotghly74.1̀.1 together, or that these are just the proportions in which the atoms were formp:i"they were built up from hydrogen. Probably, however, both the origi.nel pro-0'41-tich in which the atoms were made, and a considerable mixing afterward in the'aseol.is state, have given the final constarcy in the proportions obeorved. It isimprobable that this constancy of proportions may be found to fail in some cases."e final studying out of this problem is of importance to those interested in thePast history of the earth."

All Atoms JCad,e of Hydrogen

The atoms are compounds of hydrogen. Four atoms of hydrogen first unite to
foreTh One atom of helium, which has a mass 0.78%less than the 4 atoms of hydrogen.ese atoms of helium in turn unite together, sometimes inoludirg some extra hydro-atoms to form the heavier atoms. The energy developed due to the above mention ,loss of mass when one pound of hydrogen, liv.hich costs only a few cents, turns intoye'ilze, would be sufficient to heat 'a large modern residence for more than a hundred0:4?" Six years ago Prof. Harkins pointed this out as a possible future solution' the coal problem.

NETS OF THE STARS 

We Get ilearer the Sun as Winter Comes 

By Isabel Levis
of the U. S. 1aval Observatory

(Science Service)

t When winter begins in the northern hemisphere on December 22, at 4:08 a.m.,44tstern Standard Time, we will be three million miles nearer to the sun than we werei, the beginning of summer last June. The earth reaches perihelion, the point inorbit nearest the sun, on January 3. It will then be about 91,345,000 miles fromun. It was in aphelion, the point in its o rbit farthest f rom the sun, oner,'"31 4th and its distarre from the sun was then about 94,346,000 miles. The mean .tv-:z!IR'e dista.nce of the earth from the sun is about 92,897,000 miles so the least and• e(:-teo t di6tance differ about 1,500,000 miles from the mean.

As our seasonal changes depend far more upon the constantly changing angle at• 'eh the sun's rays strike the surface, caused by the tilt of the earth's axis to the.of its orbit, than upon comparatively small changes in the (lista:ice of the earthvrn the sun we feel no great effect from this charge in distance.



• •

Our winter be-ins when the sun reaches its greatest di:stance south of theequ-ttor. This tie s can bs coi.cr;us.sd to the minute ani it never varies much over afroei year to year. At tt tine the sun passes at nocn through the zenithall points in 23 det;rees 2 7*iffinutes South Latituae t and suLner begins in thesouthern hemisphere at the sa.ao instant that winter be:ins in the northern hemis-Phere. The sun then starts its northward journey and crosses the equator once moreat the beginnirg of spring.

Since the summer of the southern hemisphere occurs when the earth is nearestthe. sun and the winter when it is farthest from the sun we would naturally expectto rial the suers in the southern hemisphere hotter than our summers and the win-ters' colder than our winters. But the earth is moving most rapidly when it isnearest the sun and most slowly when it is farthest from the sun. As a result thesiz-vaer of the southern hemisphere is about seven days shorter than our summer andvel
.11,-c, the heat of the summer is somewhat more intense in the southern hemisphere itis received for a shorter period, As a result there is very little difference in thetotal amount of heat received during the s inrrie r season in the two hemispheres.

The winters of the southern hemisphere are both lorger and colder than the win-te- rs of the rnrthern hemisphere as they occur when the earth is farthest from theSu
-11 and is, at the same time, moving most slowly in its orbit. In about ten thou-years these conditions will be re-ersed owing to certain slow changes not takin;-,1/::1-ace in the form and position of the earth's orbit. The winters in our hemispherewill then be longer and colder than the winters of the southern hemisphere.

Some geologists go so far as to say that the glacial periods are caused by thisalternation in the relative intensity of winter in the two hemispheres. It is cer-tainly true that at the present time the south polar cap extends farther into theten3perate zone than the north polar cap.

RFT T
DIRIGIBLE SAILS BETTER, AS

'41., AS SAFER, THAN BYDROGEN-FILLED SHIPS

(By flcierce Service)

Washington, December 00.- A helium-filled dirigible, in addition to being non--lararnable, is easier to handle in the air. This was discovered in the recentlights over Washington of the 0-7, a Navy dirigible built for hydrogen but filledIria.th

This first practical test of helium as a balloon gas on a large scale also dem--t•rated the superiority of the United States over every other nation in lighter-nair craf t. reso urces. The United States is the only nation that can produce.-sep-1 icient amounts of helium gas to take care of all of its army and navy needs andb
--ve a considerable aruount left over for commercial purposes, according to Dr. R. B.°ore, chief chemist of the Bureau of :iirles who has directed the work of developingelitza gas recovery from the natural gas wells of the country.

Lt. Commander Wood, who piloteuthe C-7, declared thai; the helium-filled ship isteaLlier and moves with greater raw-lei:turn than any hydrogen-filled airship with \vhiche has had experience.

92 Paradoxical thotgh it may seem, the helium gas, twice as heavy as hydrogen with% of its lifting power, acts, in an airship, just as a heavy automobile on a roadet high speed, in comparison with a light car. Wind currents do not deflect it
ly from its path and after it gets under way it travels more smoothly.

hydrogen-filledIn 
"le gas escape, after a4

ch has escaped after
'-‘nt is sufficient so

the ground.

ships, it has been necessary, in descending, to let part of
long trip, to make up for the loss in weight of the fuel
being; burned in the engine. With the helium ship, its
that by nosing the ship downward, the propellor will pull it

Dirigibles, in flying, pick up static electricity ffosa the atmosphere. Viith



•
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hydrogen ships there was alwqyz.; clangor, in landing, since when the ship touched
the ground an electric spark of considerable power resulted. If this spark
touched the evivelope, fire ar an explosion was extremely likely to result. Helium,

beirc absolutely non-inflaimaable, ioes away with -.6his darEe,r .

I7hile it is not known how many helium-bearin7 natural gas deposits there are
inl,r.exico, the wells developed in the United States ive off sufficient amounts
to take care of all military and naval needs and otiter possibilities of a consid-
erable coomercial development. Dr. Moore assetts that present known sources are

8 ui:ficient to take care of the urgent needs of the United States for 25 years.

"In a properly designed ship," he said, "the loss of helium is one percent

per flying day. In such a ship, the vapors from the gasoline bt Diesel engines,
which willbe used eventually, will be condensed, and thus saved for ballast. It is

an interesting fact that the water procured by condensation is almost as heavy as

gaGoline before it is burned in the engine."

in nearly 1,000 cylinders, each containing 200 cubic feet of the gas, compressed.
Dr. I:oore said that the helium used in the C-7 was shipped from Texas plants

The tremendous value of helium for use in dirigibles was made apparent during
the war. British scientists made et.leavors to find a sufficient supply to enable

-kern to use it in their ships. The supply, however, was limited to very small

Ell:noun-to obtained from mineral wells which give off gases containilbg helium, and
from minerals. These sources were woefully insufficient.

In February, 1917, Sir William Rarasay wrote to Dr. Moore concerning work done
in the Bureau of lanes. In Juno of the same year, the War and Navy Depa.rt-aents
Illade funds available for obtaining supplies of helium from sources in the United
States. Since that time, great progress has been made.

In the laboratories in the Department of the Interior Building practically all
of the research work has been done. The Bureau now has three plants — two at
lort '.:1orth, Texas, and one at Petrolia, Texas. The latter is the most productive.

At the time the armistice was signed 147000 cubic feet of helium was on the
docks ready for shipment to Europe.

Sir William Ramsay is acknowle.dged the discoverer of helium in 1894- His dis-
k-ove—y was accidental, and was based on certain findirEs of Dr. W. F. Hillebrand,

of the U. S. Geological Survey, in 1888, connected with a study of gases from cer-
tain minerals containing uranium. Its presence on the sun was discovered by as-

tronomers more than 50 years ago.

Up to the time of the war less than 100 cubic foot of the gas had been captur-
ed and stored. It was worth about $1700 per cubic foot.

At the plant in Petrolia, Texas, Dr. Moore says it can be produced for about
Cents per cubic foot at present, 1 vontua11y, he says, it would be p ossible

to produce it at about two oi• three contS per cubic foot. The capacity of the
Petrolia plant is about 40,000 cubic feet of 92 per cent pure helium per day.

'Ile government has spent about 0,000,000 so far in its research work, building
Plants and producing helium.

For the cost of one modern battleship the Government could btild six helium

Etirships, each as large as the ill-fated ZR-2, pay for the work that has been done,
lna still have some money left over, Dr. Moore says.

The amount of helium obtained from• the natural gas wells at Petrolia is 0.93
Per cent of the raw gas. The volume of raw gas from these wells is so great,
owever, that it was wise to build a planttnere rather than at a srialler vell

'*iich gave off a hijaer per cent of helium. There are a few wells on the contin-
ent that give off as much as one and one-half per cent.

The process consists of liquifyirg all the gas present except the helium. The
Principal work of perfecting condensers ,tnd other ,,lachiries used in the process has
been done in the cryogenic laboratory located in the Department of the Interior
building here.
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tors: The next ,eticle of this series will tell how the climate of the Pacific
affects the pole and their ac Avitiee.)

7onp_PROBLEIS OF THE PACIFIC

4. The PopulLtion of the Pacific

By W. E. Alien
of the Scripps Institution for Biological
Research, UniVersity of California

(Scierce Service)

great populations of China and Japan,1'e concentrated in a part of the Pacific areaof the total land surface of the earth •

abou
aree,

The

One-fifth of the land of this earth drainst one-fourth of the earth's surface and is

one-fourth of the people on earth,
that amo unts to only about o ne-twelf th

into the Pacific Ocean, which occupies
greater than the total of all land

The Chinese and Japanese occupy a territory most favorable as to geographicalPosi4-
.I-o cln, climatic features and natural proectiven ess.The placidity of the Yellowraft" has done much to keep it within such rigida bounds, but the wide expanse of ocean60 le
"::le east, the mountain barriers to the west, the mountain, desert and climaticbarr`:1-ers to the north and somewhat Similar barriers, combined with opposition from

othe
r Peeples to the south, has done even more.

or For centuries the extrereely prolific Yellow men had been-for lack of knowledge
0,

fl Portunity - content to live from hand to mouth and to die unprotestingly like
ie

s from flood, famine and pestilence. Then came the restless 7IThite men who, forrea,
of their own, forced upon the Yellow peoples new vistas of lands of ease,co r +.taf,

c) ancl, to the Oriental view, fabulous wealth and opportunity. The TTongoliarF;e
'Mime acquainted with the occidental steamship and railroad that would take himto the wonderf ul new lands.
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But before the Yellow raan could develop his own means of transportation and arrange
Own Program of territorial expansion, the White man had firmly established himself
11 ef the Pacific areas which offered opportunity for exploitation or development.',Lite man had also found that his own interest, if not his very existence, requiredthe Yellow man should be kept from indiscriminate wandering and should be oncour-to stay within very definite bounds.

At the same time all peoples of the earth wore learning new ways of prolongingwhile few of them were learning to restrict propagation. As a consequence the°''.7 race is finding endurance increasingly difficult. It is looking anxiouslyLt for means of relief.
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The first places toward which their eyes turn are along the borders of the greatUpon which their home lands lie. Everyv.here they see comparative ease and
IritY, if not satiety, of life, rost other countries possess a great deal of for-laril which is either not used at all•or riot used effectively.

How is the Yellow man received in these lands of promise;

Certain groups of Chinese can thrive in the tropics and they are actually making'way there, in many cased displacing the natives. Australia and New Zealand
•st emphatically that their territories are for the 7,hite race only although theya have some room arid resources to spare. Candda takes the same view as Austar.13.e..t1-1 her territory is not quite so desirable to the Oriental view. The westernit of theCnited States is the most desirable to both Chinese and Japanese of anyi outside of their own in the Pacific region, but it is already occupied by 7Thite15 who look with jealous eye upon settlers from Uthor races. The uncrowded terri-Les between California and Cape Horn with their less aggressive and influential

inhabitants and their quiescent Rea population present some possibilities for oc-IricY by Yellow peoples. But it is distinctly to the interest of the people of thete race to prevent over population or adverse population in the regions where they4selve5 have any foothold.
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LEAGUE OF NATIONS CONSIDERS
CO-ORI)INATION OF INTELLECTUAL WORK

("Ty Science Service)

b 
Washington, December 00.- Intei-nationp..1 coordination of intellectual work wille c-onsidered at the next assembly of the League of Nations, according to information

received here. The official League statement has declared that "the need for theexchange of scientific information and a closer coordination in the field of intellec-tual activity is greater than before", and a committee of twelve members, both men and
w°1-1̀ en, of the present Council of the International Organization of Intellectual Work,has been asked to consider the project.
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METEORITE CHASING
ITLESS TASK

(By science Service)

fiashirgton, December 00.- Do not think that you can tell where a meteorite falls
3 you actually see it strike the ground. This is the advice given by Dr. George
rrill of the U. S. National Museum who has been following up numerous recent re-
of falling meteorites with practically negative results.

r,eteorites fall so suddenly, with great speed, and from great hei4-its, so that it
most always impossible to follow theli. Dr. ::errill gives this account of his
rite chasing:

Some two years ago a meteor passed over Washington and was seen by a large number
°I People. One man, at the time some 80 miles south of Washington, saw it fall withina half mile of where he was standing. He was certain he could go to the spot and find

Party 
But, the meteor was also seen traveling northward by people in T,i,rashington. One
saw it fall on the roof of a neighboring apartment house and collected fragments°f it and sent them to the National iluseum. They proved , to be fragments of the as-Phaltic roofing material. Another party in Chevy Chase, lid, saw it fall and likewise

c2.°11ectod fragments, which proved to be road material. Still another farther north-east saN it strike in the notch ofa tree and. sent pieces of bottle glass that had evi-
4ent1Y come from a furnace along with other clinkers. Noting the direction in whichthe ..., Liaeteor was travelling, Dr. Eerrill wrote to several postmasters in the towns overvvri „

it was likely to pass and actually chased it up into northeastern Pennsylvania,a 
was 

d
istance of over 300 miles from the point where it .!'as first soon to fall, and it
Still  goingt

,LARcE INTERNATIONAL SCIENTIFIC
'1ET][NG, AT TORONTO, DECEMER 27-31
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(By Science Service)

Toronto, Canada, December VP.- Canadian and American scientists will join in
r largest scientific meeting of the year when the AmeriCan Association for the
Cement of Science, with twenty-two closely related scientific societies, meet
during the Christmas holidays, December 27 to 31.

On the programs of the various sessions, there will be papers by hundreds of
ntists telling of their latest work in mathematics, astronomy, physics, chemistry,s-Lneering, geology, geography, zoology, botany, anthropology, psychology, social:4.nd
economic science, physiology and experimental medicine, educa.tion and agriculture.J.1-10
meetings will be hold in the buildirgsof the University of Toronto.



DO YOU KII0',7 THAT -

Industrial srudkes and dusts not only injure vegetation directly but often
affect the soils of tha r3gion.

Odors from the Lake Island garbage plant, formerly operated near New York City,
were seriously offensive at a distance of 8 miles. The smells were generally
much stro Ter by hill t than by day •

r.etha.ne in sewage gas is being used experimentally to run the sewage pumpirg
ergines in Birmingham, England

The ancient Lake Bonneville, of which the present Groat salt Lake is a small
remnant, covered an area of 17,000 squire miles and was 1,000 feet deep in places.

) YOU KNOW THAT -

Toy balloo-ms filled with hydrogen 2,i'(3 inflammable and explosive and have been
the cause of several accidents to children.

•••• Ems

Eost, of the world's supply of cryolite, an important source of aluminum and
also used in itakire soda And glass, comes from, Greenland. The mines are located
at Ivigtut, on the southwest coast, exportirg 5,000 to 12,000 tons a year, the bulk
of which is shipped to Philadelphia.

During the war 15,000 carrier pigeons were trained by the U. S. Signal Corps
for service in France, and the pigeons delivered safely more than 95 per cent of
the messages entrusted to them.

A few water hyacinths shown at an exposition in New Orleans some years ago
tlto the introduction or this plant, lihich soon became a formidable pest inLo
isiana and Florida, cloggirg the rivers and in many cases suspending navigation

completely during the summer months. Now an effective means of destroying the
Plant appears to have been found•by sprayirg the hyacinths with live steam.

a

O YOU KIC0117 THAT

• Writing in 1900, tho late Lord Avebury (Sir John Lubbock) illustrated the ra-
111 Progress of applied scierrie by the statement that he was "older than any rail-
ay company in the world, any ,as company, any steamboat company, any telegraph,
elephone or electric company."

The terms "benzene" and "benzine", of tehut aio always prone unced alike, are
PPlied to totally different substances. To ,11,i to the confusion, benzene, the
°1-Inda.tion of the coal-tar dyes, was originally called benzine, and now often called
enzol.

Portland cement was named because, when mixed with water in proper proportions,
" sets or hardens into a mass resembline, natural stone quarried at Portland,

riaf Zinc and copper salts may be efficient in destroying weeds shortly after
touts made at Savenac nursery, Haan, 1!ontana, indicate.



DO YOU KYOW THAT -

Olive, cottonseJd and almond oils can be sterilized by a relatively short
exposure to ultra-violet light.

A motion picture film on tha subject of the Einstein theory of relativity
has been produced in Germany.

The practical money value of Pasteur's scientific discoveries in saving the
grape crop of France was sufficient to cover the entire indemnity paid by France

'0 Oerrnary after the Franco-Prussian War.

anio gm, agir

The oldest record of weather observations now extant was kept by William Merle,

first at Oxford am afterward at Driby, Ergla.nd, during the years 1337-1344.

DO YOU KNOW THAT -

Thousands of almanacs have published "Herschel' s Weather Table" for predicting
the weather from the time of day the moon "charges". This table is sheer nonsense

and the astronomers whose name it bears had nothing to do with concocting it.

Vlore than 100,000 square miles of the United States consists of swamps, bogs

or inundated land. host of this now nearly useless land could be drained and made

available for agriclature.

There are more than 7,000 species of mammals.

A commercial pilot in England probably holds the worltns record for the number

f Passengers carried. He recently carried his 10, 000th, and one small machine
h iis • transported 8000 of these pa.ssengers.

Do you KYozr THAT -

The Eskimos did not choose their fat' northern home because they were fond of

a Cold climate. Not being of a warlike nature, they gradually iorked as far north

as human beings can exist in order to escape the raids of the :lore warlike Indian
tribes.

Formerly the bases and socl,..ets of incandescent lamps were r:lade in hundreds of

different sizes- At the present time, :our sizes of base fit every socket in

America, apart from lamrs used on automobiles.

In some parts of the North Atlantic a quart of sea dater contains from 3,000

ts 13,000 microscopic organisms, collectively krz,.vn as "pla.nhton."

feet
The average height of all lands of the globe above sea-level is about 2,i00

-A


